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are usually considered superpositions of plane waves, the eigenfunctions of the translation operators in x space. For positive energies
Since the Klein-Gordon equation (1) ·is. also invariant under the special conformal group .,
where 
. (8) The relation (8) ..
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are elements of the Hilbert space. In order to.determine these eigenfunctions and to get more insight into the structure of the metric, it is very convenient to expand all quantities in terms .
t ~-:
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2 I is a function of u ·.it is not necessary to specify . 
The complete orthogonal system of eigensolutions for this equation ; -12-.
constitutes an-invariant indefinite metric in the same linear space.
This can be seen as follows: since the M~v commute with R,·we have.
~v . problems irt this context. 
This means that the
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